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Overview:  Learning within Gradient Symbolic Computation (GSC; Smolensky & Goldrick 2016) 
often results in predictably-alternating elements being gradiently represented in the UR 
(Smolensky, Rosen & Goldrick 2020). Likewise, models where constraints govern mappings 
between meanings and URs (e.g.,  Smith 2015) often include URs that contain predictable 
information. These enriched-UR approaches predict that morphological processes will be able to 
exploit these UR variants, resulting in convergence between phonologically- and non-
phonologically-motivated targets of alternations. This paper provides support for this prediction 
from Chukchansi Yokuts, where underlying long vowels in verbs shorten for both phonotactic and 
morphological reasons, and, crucially, the set of long vowels subject to morphological shortening 
is limited to those that are also subject to phonotactic shortening elsewhere in the paradigm.  
Phonotactic shortening: Like other Yokuts languages, Chukchansi has a strict CV(X) syllable 
canon, where the optional X is either a second vowel mora or a coda (Newman 1944, Collord 1968, 
Kisseberth 1970). The CV(X) syllable canon causes underlying long vowels to shorten when 
suffixation closes the syllable, as illustrated with the remote past suffix [-tʰaʔ] in (1) and the recent 
past suffix [-(i)tʰ] in (2). Epenthesis of [i] applies just when vowel shortening is not sufficient to 
syllabify all segments (1b, 2b-d). [All data come from fieldwork on Chukchansi.] 
 a. /phanaː/ ‘arrive’ b. /peːwn/ ‘sew’ c. /maːx/ ‘gather’ d. /heweːth/ ‘walk’  
(1)    [pʰa.naː.tʰaʔ]    [peː.win.tʰaʔ]     [max.tʰaʔ]    [he.wetʰ.tʰaʔ]  
(2)    [pʰa.natʰ]     [pew.nitʰ]    [maː.xitʰ]    [he.weː.tʰitʰ]   
Phonotactic shortening never applies in verb roots where the long vowel is immediately followed 
by a CV sequence because suffixation never closes the long-vowel syllable in these cases (3-4). 
 a. /leːle/ ‘read’  b. /huːʃe/ ‘drive’ c. /ʔaleːʧa/ ‘go crazy’ d. /kosneːno/ ‘cook’  
(3)    [leː.le.tʰaʔ]    [huː.ʃe.tʰaʔ]     [ʔa.leː.ʧa.tʰaʔ]    [kos.neː.no.tʰaʔ]  
(4)    [leː.letʰ]    [huː.ʃetʰ]    [ʔa.leː.ʧatʰ]    [kos.neː.notʰ]  
Morphological shortening: Verb roots in Chukchansi also undergo morphologically-triggered 
(templatic) vowel shortening (Newman 1944, Collord 1968, Archangeli 1983, Guekguezian 2017). 
This is illustrated in (5) with the adjunctive suffix [-(ʔ)hij-]; other templatic suffixes trigger the 
same effect.  This shortening occurs even though the CV(X) syllable canon is not at issue.  
(5) [ma.xaʔ.hij’] ‘gathering place’   [pe.wen.hij’] ‘sewing place’ 
Crucially, only long vowels that alternate phonotactically (1-2) undergo morphological shortening. 
Vowels that do not alternate phonotactically (3-4) never undergo morphological shortening; in (6), 
vowels do not shorten despite being in the same phonological and morphological context as (5). 
(6) [leː.leʔ.hij’] ‘reading place (=school)’ [kos.neː.noʔ.hij’] ‘cooking place (=kitchen)’ 
Challenges for categorical analyses: Previous accounts of phonotactic and morphological 
shortening in Yokuts attribute these two effects to entirely separate mechanisms, obscuring their 
connection (Archangeli 1983, 1991, Guekguezian 2017). In a model with categorical length, a 
basic set of phonotactic constraints accounts for phonotactic vowel shortening in (1-2), but not 
morphological shortening (5). Adding constraints targeting long vowels in forms with templatic 
suffixes does not resolve this issue. If a constraint like *LONGV/TEMPLATIC is sufficiently 
important to trigger shortening in [ma.xaʔ.hij’], it will also incorrectly trigger shortening in 
*[le.leʔ.hij’]. The same concerns apply to other mechanisms of morphological shortening, such as 



CV- or prosodic templates (Archangeli 1983, 1991). A locality analysis where the morphological 
trigger only affects an immediately preceding vowel also does not work: the epenthetic vowel [a] 
in forms like [ma.xaʔ.hij’] interacts with other phonological processes and cannot be ignored for 
locality. The relationship between the shortening processes is arbitrary in categorical analyses. 
Gradient activation analysis: We argue that the 
relationship between phonotactic and morphological 
shortening shown in Chukchansi is predicted by 
accounts where the UR encodes vowels’ ability to 
alternate. We illustrate this in GSC by assigning second 
morae of alternating long vowels an intermediate degree 
of underlying activation – e.g., /maː0.5x/. The second 
morae of non-alternating long vowels are fully activated in the input – e.g., /leː1.0le/. Underlying 
short vowels have 0.0 activation of a second mora; there are only three types of vowels. With these 
activation values, only basic phonotactic constraints plus a constraint triggering morphological 
shortening – we use *LONGV/TEMPLATIC for simplicity – are needed.  Constraints and weights are 
given in (7). 
We show phonotactic 
shortening in (8a), 
where the winning 
form earns 0.5 
violations of MAX-μ 
for deleting the 
partially-activated 
mora. In (8b) the 
phonotactic constraint 
*3-μ is not at play, but 
the presence of the 

(8) a. /maː0.5x-thaʔ/ *3-μ 
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   maːx.thaʔ –1 –1   –7.0 
  ☞ max.thaʔ    –0.5 –2.0 
 b. /maː0.5x-ʔhij’/      
   maː.xaʔ.hij’  –1 –1  –3.0 
  ☞ ma.xaʔ.hij’    –0.5 –2.0 
 c. /leː1.0le-ʔhij’/      
  ☞ leː.leʔ.hij’  –1 –1  –3.0 
   le.leʔ.hij’    –1 –4.0 

adjunctive suffix           
makes *LONGV/TEMPLATIC relevant and the form with shortening wins. In (8c), the underlying 
second mora is fully activated. The 1.0 violation of MAX-μ in the shortened candidate is 
insufficient to overcome the cumulative violations of *LONGV and *LONGV/TEMPLATIC, and so 
the vowel resists shortening. Only vowels that can shorten for phonotactic reasons are also 
susceptible to morphological shortening, and the two effects are predicted to pattern together. 
Implications: The proper analysis of morphological shortening has been the subject of much 
debate in the Yokuts literature, but the relationship between morphological and phonotactic 
shortening is, to our knowledge, previously unnoted. This connection is expected, however, if 
morphological alternations are parasitic on predictable phonological alternations, exploiting the 
rich URs that exist in models like GSC.  Over time, languages should change to demonstrate 
convergence between elements targeted by diverse processes.  
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(7) Constraint Weight 
 *3-μ 6.0 
 *LONGV 1.0 
 *LONGV/TEMPLATIC 2.0 
 MAX-μ 4.0 
 


